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 Craft  Craft 

   EC Palm Rollers   
   112338   Set A 2pk  ..............................................................................    $13.95 
   112339   Set B 2pk  ..............................................................................    $13.95 
      Size: 70 x 89mmH    

   Hemispherical Pattern 
Stampers   

   112327   Set of 4 ................    $16.95 
   Size: 55 x 50 x 60mmH   

   Palm Printers   
   112364   Jungle 4pk  ............................................................................    $10.95 
   112365   Nature 4pk  ...........................................................................    $10.95 
   112365T   Set of 8  .................................................................................    $20.95 
      Size: 85 x 15mmH    

   Texture Wands   
   111212A   Set A 4pk  ..............................................................................    $18.95 
   111212D   Set B 4pk  ..............................................................................    $18.95 
   111212T   Set A + Set B 8pk  ..................................................................    $34.95 
   Size: 140mmH   

   EC Finger Paint 250ml 
     112686T   Set of 7  .................................................................................    $41.95 

 

  Australian made finger paints are fantastic value for money! Child safe and tested finger 
paints are ideal for young artists with the wide opening screw top. Use under adult 
supervision. Available in 7 vibrant colours.       

   Splash Paint Mat 
     117018   150 x 150cm  ........................................................................    $15.95 

 
  A heavy-duty robust paint mat that will help to keep both classroom and home clear of 
paint splashes.       

   Animal Pattern Rocker 
Stampers   

   112328   Set of 4 ................    $16.95 
   Size: 50 x 50 x 60mmH 

   EC Speciality Training Scissors 
      112312   135mm  .......................................     $2.50 

 

  These spring assisted, blunt nosed safety scissors help 
young children’s hands develop the open/close pattern 
required for scissor skills to cut with greater assurance.       

paints are ideal for young artists with the wide opening screw top. Use under adult   A heavy-duty robust paint mat that will help to keep both classroom and home clear of 
paint splashes.       

   EC Dual Hand Training Scissors 

     112313   160mm  .......................................     $6.25 

 

  Scissors specially developed to assist children. The child 
places their fingers in the loops closest to the blades 
whilst the adult places their fingers over the child’s into 
the outer loops. Round ended safety blades.       

  A heavy-duty robust paint mat that will help to keep both classroom and home clear of   A heavy-duty robust paint mat that will help to keep both classroom and home clear of 

   EC Easy Grip Training Scissors 
     112313A   200mm  .......................................     $7.95 

 

  Can be used as a training scissor, the loop at the end 
of the handles assists in opening the blades after the cut. 
Suitable for left or right handed.       

  These spring assisted, blunt nosed safety scissors help 
young children’s hands develop the open/close pattern 
required for scissor skills to cut with greater assurance.       

   My First All Plastic Scissors 

      112326   130mm  .......................................     $2.95 

 

  Designed for the small hands of Pre-school students and 
toddlers. First Scissors are made of durable plastic with 
blunted ends. Safety scissors will not cut hair, clothes or 
skin! Ideal for use with paper or dough.      Age: 24+ mths 

the outer loops. Round ended safety blades.       

   Crayola My First Safety Scissors   
   129423   Each  ...........................................     $1.95 
   129367   20pk  ........................................     $32.95 

 

  My First safety scissor has a safety edge that will not cut 
fingers but will cut through paper and lightweight cloth. 
Ideal for beginners Age 3+.       
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 Craft  Craft 

   Micador Early stART® Egg Chalk 
     119590   6pk  ............................................     $5.95 

 

  Easy grip egg shaped chalk allows a child’s gross grasp. 
Use on Blackboard’s or the pavement and even brick 
walls.   Size: 55 x 45mm    
Use on Blackboard’s or the pavement and even brick 
walls.   Size: 55 x 45mm    

   Crayola Sidewalk Chalk 

  
    119511   Assorted Colours 48pk  ...............     $11.95 
  Bulk Buy & Save:  3  or more - each ............ $11.00 

 

  Extra thick sticks designed for younger children as they 
are easier to hold and harder to break. Chalk comes in 
a recyclable carton with a carry handle. Pack includes 
12 colours and is fully washable.   Size: 20 x 105mm    

 

 Crayola My 
First Jumbo 
Crayons

  
   119494   24pk  ........................................     $14.95 

 

  Designed to be a child’s first crayon. Their large size 
makes them easy to hold and hard to break. Colouring is 
an important part of a child’s creative development and 
these crayons are designed to help teach motor skills, 
hand eye coordination and colour recognition. Includes 
24 different colours.   Size: 15 x 105mm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Micador Easy Wash Mega Oil Pastels 

     119572D   12pk  ..........................................     $8.95 

 

  High pigment content for strong colours. Soft and smooth 
binders for easy lay-down and great blending. Can 
be blended with water for a wash effect. Non-toxic, 
washable and safe for children.   Size: 70mm    

   Lyra Groove Natural Grip Pencils   
   112688   Coloured 10pk  ..........................     $19.95    112689   Graphite 36pk Tub  .....................     $69.95 

   EC Jumbo Triangular Coloured Pencils   
   112306   12pk & Sharpener  .....................     $11.50 

  112689   Graphite 36pk Tub  .....................   $69.95 

   112306A   120pk  ......................................     $79.95 

   EC Triangular Jumbo HB Pencils   
    112305D   12pk  ........................................     $10.95 

   Pencil Grips   
   122772   24pk  ........................................     $29.95 
      Size: 40mm    

   Micador Mega Markers Assorted 
Colours   

   123060   10pk  ........................................     $18.95 

   Colour Apps Dot Markers       116019B   Assorted Colours 6pk  .................     $19.95 
      Size: 88ml   Age: 3+ yrs 
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 Emotional Development 

   Easy Hold Mirror 

      110846    ............................................................................................    $18.95 

 

  Hand-held acrylic mirror for self reflection, self discovery, self awareness, collaborative 
group play and role play. Housed in a solid Rubberwood outer, it is both extremely 
strong and easy to hold and manipulate. Mirror measures 8cm in diameter.   Size: 18.5 
x 12cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Billy Kidz Birch Three Way Table Top Mirror 

  
    159599    .........................................................................................     $199.95 

 

  This solid Birch timber-framed table top mirror is secured by reversible hinges allowing 
it to not only fold to the size of one panel but allow it to be set to any angle for use. A 
fantastic resource for exploring reflection, colour and light. Each panel features double 
sided unbreakable stainless steel mirrors and measures 36 x 33cmH, with a total length 
of 108cm.   Size: 108 x 2 x 36cmH    

   Wooden Blocks 

      124466   How Am I Feeling 8pcs  ...........................................................    $54.95 

 

  These unique wooden blocks will be hours of fun as children play around with up 
to 4000 different variations. Happy, sad, scared or just down right spooky. They 
also provide children with an opportunity to recognise and align with eight different 
emotions. Fun while learning.   Size: 4.5 x 13.5 x 4.5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   How Am I Feeling Today 

      124476   Wooden People 15pcs  ...........................................................    $44.95 

 

  Each 2cm thick piece is printed with a real life photo of a child experiencing emotions, 
including crying, frustration or sadness to excitement, happiness and everything in-
between. Encouraging children to recognise emotions through engaging, imaginative 
play.   Size: 7 to 13cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Hape Eggspressions 
     110819   13pcs  ...................................................................................    $31.95 

 

  Unique egg-heads help children learn to identify and express their feelings in 
a fun way. Story book included. Made from wood and water based paints.  
 Size: 4.5 x 4.5 x 7.5cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

emotions. Fun while learning.   Size: 4.5 x 13.5 x 4.5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

  Hape Eggspressions 
  110819   13pcs  ...................................................................................

   Multicultural Emotions Puzzles 
     132122   Set of 8  ...............................................................................    $319.95 

 

  A set of wooden puzzle pieces with special scratch resistant surfaces, supplied in a Pine 
storage tray. Features stunning photography taken in Australia. 12 pieces per puzzle.  
 Size: 38 x 28cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

  Multicultural Emotions Puzzles 

   Feelings & Emotions Bingo Game 
      124472   118pcs  .................................................................................    $29.95 

 
  Including 10 playing mats, these Bingo games are a creative and fun way for children 
to recognise many different emotions.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Tuzzles Human Emotions Memory Game 

  
   135422   8pcs  .....................................................................................    $49.95 

 

  Learn about human emotions through role play with this unique Tuzzles wooden face 
paddle game. Take turns to spin the spinner and enact the emotion indicated on the 
spinner using the appropriate wooden face paddle. Easy to change from child to child 
as they pass the spinner around. Great for large groups. Emotions include: Happy, Sad, 
Angry, Scared, Laughing and Surprised.   Size: 20 Dia x 30cmH    

  Tuzzles Human Emotions Memory Game 
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 Emotional Development 

   Feelings Wall Hanging 
     146300   32 x 62cm  ................................     $51.95 

 
  Learn emotions and feelings with these wonderful face 
expressions.       expressions.       expressions.       expressions.       

   Expressions Wall Hanging   
   146306   32 x 62cm  ................................     $51.95 
   Chop and change the expressions on the face.       

   Exploring Emotions Book 

     136138    ................................................     $27.50 

 

  Assist children with exploring, recognising and 
discussing a wide range of human emotions. Offers 
suggestions for using puppets, toys, games and more.  
 Size: 205 x 292mm    

   50 Fantastic Ideas for Exploring Emotions 

  
    160620    ................................................     $36.95 

 

  This book contains activities that will help children 
to understand, explore and manage their own 
emotions and those of others through discussion, 
observation, stories, songs and movement. 65 pages.  
 Size: 205 x 292mm    

   Health and Wellbeing 

  
    160617    ................................................     $39.95 

 

  This resource invites educators to reflect on the three main 
strands of growing and developing, physical wellbeing 
and emotional wellbeing. It also provides checklists that 
consider the best possible experiences and outcomes for 
the child. 57 pages.   Size: 205 x 292mm    

   Big Book   
   132273   Let’s Learn about Feelings and Emotions      $54.95 
      Size: 42 x 31cm    

   Big Book   
    132270   Emotional Fairies .........................    $54.95 

   Emotional Fairies Story Book Puzzles 

  
   132192   Set of 8  ....................................    $319.95 

 

  These large puzzles teach children about different 
emotions in a fun and imaginative way. Each puzzle 
shows a different emotional fairy with a short story 
puzzle piece, describing their emotion. 8 emotions are 
featured, including happy, sad, excited, bored, grumpy, 
shy, relaxed and guilty. Each 13 piece puzzle is stored in 
a wooden tray.   Size: 38cm x 28cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Emotional Fairies Story Book & Puzzles 
Set 

  

   132192T   9pcs  .......................................    $359.95 

 

  A great classroom resource to help teach children about 
different emotions in a fun and imaginative way. Featuring 
a set of 8 large puzzles picturing a different emotional 
fairy with a short story puzzle piece, describing her 
emotion. 8 emotions are featured, including happy, sad, 
excited, bored, grumpy, shy, relaxed and guilty. The 
accompanying book teaches us that to each emotion, 
there can be an opposite one. For example; happy/
sad, proud/embarrassed, bored/excited. Comes with 
Principal Michael Buckley’s Teachers Notes (4 pages).       

 Wonderful interactive wall hanging charts, made 
from quality materials. Each chart is a wonderful 
learning experience that the children can change 
every day. Great fun and learning experience. 
Sizes may vary slightly in accordance to design 

selected. 

   LCBF Emotions Poster 
     139329    ..................................................     $8.95 

 

  How do I feel?. This poster is the ideal way to make 
children aware of their own and others feelings.  
 Size: 60 x 91cm    
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 Diversity & Social Development 

   Inclusive Practice 

      160618    ................................................     $39.95 

 

  Offers essential guidance on how to plan and resource 
a genuinely inclusive environment. It will also help early 
childhood educators and teams put inclusive practice 
into action. 52 pages.   Size: 205 x 292mm    

   Big Book       132264   Let’s Learn about Autism  ..............     $54.95 
      Size: 42 x 31cm.    

   Big Book       132271   Different Is Beautiful  ....................     $54.95 
      Size: 42 x 31cm    

   Big Book   
   132330   My Name Is Alice And I am Blind      $54.95 
      Size: 42 x 31cm.    

   Sound Book 

  
    130274   Into The Savannah  .....................     $27.95 

 

  Sassi Into The Savannah is the story of a little bird that 
cannot learn how to fly. Can it reach its flock with the 
help of the animals of the Savannah?. Read the sweet 
tale of this little bird and listen to ten wonderful sounds of 
nature that will accompany you in this story full of magic.     
 Age: 4+ yrs 

    130275   Into The Forest  ...........................     $27.95 

 

  In the midst of a moonlit night, a firefly is searching for 
something that makes it feel less insignificant. Among 
the trees and animals of the forest, the firefly will learn 
the value of the little things. Read the tale of the firefly 
and listen to ten wonderful sounds of nature that will 
accompany you in this story full of magic.      Age: 4+ yrs 

   Mindful Kids Game 

  
    130271    ................................................     $89.95 

 

  The best way to conduct relaxation and self-awareness 
exercises within a game. Includes 36 activities, 
techniques and games geared to improving children´s 
mental and physical health. Contains 1 spinning top, 6 
plastic discs and 1 teaching guide.      Age: 2+ yrs 
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 Safe & Quiet Spaces 

   135631   With Green Cover  ...............................................................    $649.95 

 

  Create many different play scenes. A very versatile and favourite multifunctional play 
piece to allow children to develop their imagination. Made from Birch Ply, use the 
complete unit to create a cosy cubby, cave, or a quiet reading corner. Alternatively 
roll back the curtain/s over the storage unit to use as a shop, library, kitchen or puppet 
stand! There are endless possibilities for creative play. The storage units on either end 
can also face inwards to save floor space or for access when inside such as when using 
as puppet stand.   Size: 202 x 94 x 124cmH    

   Children’s Nest Chair 

  

    140425    ................................................     $89.95 

 

  The colourful children’s hanging nest chair is made of 
high quality cotton and hangs like a cocoon from the 
ceiling. It comes with a large, comfy cushion and is a 
safe & quiet comfort place for dreaming or reading. 
While not recommended as a swing, the gentle rocking 
movement stimulates the sense of balance. A minimum 
height of 200cm is recommended for the hanging nest. 
Hardware not included. Weight capacity is 45kg.   Size: 
69 x 148cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

  Children’s Nest Chair 
  $89.95 

supplied in a variety of 
colours - based on availability

   Airmesh Lounge Chair 

  

   140426    ..............................................     $149.95 

 

  Made from high quality fabric and filled with polyester 
fibre for a comfy soft seat. Designed as a safe quiet 
comfort space or conversation seat for two children. 
While not recommended as a swing, the gentle rocking 
movement has a calming effect. Hardwood spreader bar 
and Zinc plated rings used for greater strength. Colours 
may vary. Weight capacity is 125kg.   Size: 94 x 152cm  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

  Billy Kidz Wooden 
Table/Desk with Two Poppet Chairs

  
   160005    ..............................................     $299.95 

 

  This beautifully finished smooth Birch Ply wooden table 
comes with 2 Poppet chairs and can be used as a desk, 
sofa bench or turn it on its side as a table. Size in Desk/
Sofa Orientation 68 x 40 x 52cmH, Table Orientation 
68 x 52 x 40cmH.       

   Billy Kidz Discovery Cove   
    135619   With Red Cover  ...................................................................    $649.95 

    Safe &
 Q

uiet Spaces 

  135631   With Green Cover  ...............................................................  $649.95 
  Create many different play scenes. A very versatile and favourite multifunctional play 

  $649.95 

   Billy Kidz Wooden Playhouse Cube with Mirrors & Cushion 
      135612    ..........................................................................................    $599.95 

 

  This is the perfect space for little explorers. This Birch Ply wooden cube features a soft 
cushion, three entry points, a mirror on the back wall and ceiling. A great play area for 
pretend play as well as a great space for quiet play.   Size: 76 x 76 x 78cmH    

   Teepee White   
   116730   Small 1.5mH  .......................................................................    $139.95 
    116731   Large 2.1mH  .......................................................................    $189.95 

 

  Customise your teepee to suit any theme by decorating with silks, scarves and garlands 
or decorate permanently using fabric paint or markers. Easy to assemble, featuring 
wooden removable poles and 100% machine washable cotton. Accessories not 
included.       

stand! There are endless possibilities for creative play. The storage units on either end 
can also face inwards to save floor space or for access when inside such as when using 
as puppet stand.   Size: 202 x 94 x 124cmH    

 .......................................................................  $139.95 
 .......................................................................  $189.95 

  Customise your teepee to suit any theme by decorating with silks, scarves and garlands 
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 Fine Motor Skills 

   Bauspiel Junior Bead Board Set 

  
    136778   33pcs  ................................................................................     $359.95 

 

  Consists of two double-sided bead boards (37.5 x 37.5 x 2cmH), 6 felt cups (9cmH) 
and 36 drilled wooden balls (4.5cm). One side of the bead board has 25 hollows 
where the balls can be placed to make patterns and also for first counting experiments. 
The balls can be stacked on top of each other or even threaded together with rope or 
twine. The reverse side has a built-in spiral groove, where balls can be balanced or just 
be rolled back and forth.      Age: 0+ yrs 

   Bauspiel Bead Board Set 

  
    136777   256pcs  ..............................................................................    $324.95 

 

  Bauspiel Bead Boards are playable on both sides, one side has 10 × 10 bead wells 
which are well suited for counting and arithmetic. The reverse side has 136 staggered 
hollows for creating patterns, pictures and pyramids. The use of the two plastic tweezers 
promote fine motor skills and dexterity. The 12 beautiful wooden bowls are the perfect 
size for children’s hands and invite them to sort the beads by colour. This awesome set 
contains 2 Bead Boards (31 x 31 x 2cmH), 2 plastic tweezers, 12 wooden bowls (9 
cmH) and 240 x 2cm wooden beads with 20 per colour.      Age: 3+ yrs 
contains 2 Bead Boards (31 x 31 x 2cmH), 2 plastic tweezers, 12 wooden bowls (9 
cmH) and 240 x 2cm wooden beads with 20 per colour.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Giant Wooden Weaving Frames 

     110837   Set of 3  ......................................    $39.95 

 

  These huge MDF weaving shapes are great for 
developing fine motor skills, designing and crafting, as 
well as reinforcing the names of the shapes and their 
properties.   Size: Each 45cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Jumbo Lacing Beads 

  
    133634    ....................................................................................................................................     $164.95 

 

  An open-ended resource to help encourage children with colour and shape recognition while developing fine motor 
skills. This can be used in intentional teaching activities or as part of play based learning. Includes: 4 x wooden stands, 
8 x double-sided work-cards, 16 x logical combination exercises, 12 x coloured threading laces, assorted beads, 1 
x wooden tray and 1 x fabric storage bag. Made from quality European Beech wood (FSC). The tray measures 41 x 
20 x 6cmH.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Let’s Lace the Shoes 
     148048   Natural  .....................................     $15.95 

 
  Simple puzzles to help children learn how to lace shoes 
in a fun way.   Size: 15 x 8 x 2cmH    

   Wooden Washing Line Set 

  
    137147   58 x 20 x 23cmH  ....................     $159.95 

 

  This natural washing line can be constructed and 
deconstructed by children in a home corner or outside 
developing practical life skills and role playing. Comes 
with matching colour blankets which also can be used 
to peg up and develop hand eye coordination, special 
awareness and sequencing skills.       

   Wooden Spinning Top 

  
    137144   10 x 10 x 6.5cmH  .....................     $17.95 

 

  Spinning tops are a traditional toy of many cultures 
and you will be amazed at how educators engage in 
play with these tops as much as the children. Perfect for 
teaching rotation and motion, these tops allow children 
of all ages to master the art of spinning.       
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 Fine Motor Skills 

   Wooden Twisting Disc Puzzle 
      148077   10 x 15 x 25cmH  ..................................................................    $31.95 

 

  A great wooden toy puzzle for children to develop motor skills and shape sorting. It 
comprises of three posts with pegs in different positions. Children will love twisting the 
pegs to remove them. All materials used are child-safe and non-toxic.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Discoveroo Magnetic Fishing Game 
     144156   32cm ....................................................................................    $24.95 

 

  A great motor skills development game with six numbered sea creatures with magnets, 
to catch with your authentic 30cm rod and reel. Comes in a very handy wooden box 
with clear plastic lid for easy storage.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Wooden 3D Sorting Board 
      148067   32 x 37 x 10cmH  ..............................................................................................................     $59.95 

 
  Inspired from Montessori, this sorting, nesting and stacking board is an all in one toy for toddlers. The toy features 
beautiful bright gradient colours, sturdy good size blocks for little hands.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Wooden Rainbow Engineering Blocks 

     148050   21 x 21 x 15cmH  ......................     $59.95 

 

  This set of 25 Rainbow coloured wooden blocks are in 
ascending height. Great use for either building blocks 
or to use for colour recognitions and early maths skills. 
Smallest block is 4 x 4cm.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   LCBF Nuts & Bolts Jar 
     138976   32pcs  .......................................     $22.95 

 

  Develop the motor skills of twisting, turning & grasping 
with these easy to hold large size nuts and bolts.   Size: 
6cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

 For tiny hands, large size pegs are easy to handle and fit on the boards. Presented in 4 shapes and 4 
different colours it is possible to understand and make exact reproductions of the various models and 

mosaic patterns, which are easily fixed to the transparent base boards. 

   Mosaic Super Pegs   
   131684   240pcs  ....................................    $109.95 
      Size: 3.5 to 4.5cm    

   131685   Transparent Peg Board 6pk  ..........    $94.95 
   131686   Model Cards 12pk  ......................    $39.95 

   Mosaic Super Pegs, Boards & Model 
Cards Set 

     131687T   270pcs  ...................................    $269.95 

 

  Super set of mosaics. Large size pegs with 6 transparent 
peg boards and 24 model cards with easy to follow 
pictures. Pegs range from 3.5 to 4.5cm. The boards are 
30 x 38cm.      Age: 2+ yrs 

mosaic patterns, which are easily fixed to the transparent base boards. 

  Mosaic Super Pegs, Boards & Model   Mosaic Super Pegs, Boards & Model   Mosaic Super Pegs, Boards & Model   Mosaic Super Pegs, Boards & Model   Mosaic Super Pegs, Boards & Model 
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 Fine Motor Skills 

    133613   Oral Care Learning Board .........     $159.95 

 

  Learn about good food groups from bad and also 
oral care and taste sensations on your tongue.  
 Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

    133617   Time Learning Board .................     $189.95 

 

  More than a time learning board, this provides interactive 
sand timers allowing children to “feel” the time and use 
them in class activities.   Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

    133618   1 to 100 Counting Beads Board      $219.95 

 

  A flexible resource immersing children in the wonder 
of numbers. From counting to addition and subtraction, 
children will begin to develop an understanding of 
mathematics.   Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

    133619   Magnetic Shape Matching Board      $179.95 

 

  A magnetic board with 16 assorted shapes in various 
colours, to help children develop colour and shape 
recognition.   Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

them in class activities.   Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 3+ yrs them in class activities.   Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

    133620   Tactile Training Board  ...............     $149.95 

 

  A tactile training board containing 9 different materials 
to encourage interactive learning through play. Teachers 
can ask children to describe the materials to encourage 
verbal expression.   Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

mathematics.   Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

    133621   Bent Mirrors Board  ...................     $179.95 

 

  Fun and learning in one great resource. Contains 
a concave and a convex bent mirror, for a fun visual 
aid. Assists to develop self awareness and self esteem 
in children through expressing emotions and becoming 
aware of body language.   Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

    133614   Lockers Board  ..........................     $159.95 

 

  Open six different lockers with a surprise behind each 
door. Each door hides a matching flash card (A-F & 1-6).  
 Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

    133615   Temperature Discovery Board  ....     $199.95 

 

  Children will touch and feel different temperatures and 
be able to tell which one is warmer or cooler and be 
fascinated by the heat sensitive zone.   Size: 46 x 46cm  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

    133616   Magnetism Learning Board ........     $239.95 

 
  A resource designed for children to experience 
magnetism.   Size: 46 x 46cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

Masterkidz Wall Elements
 The Masterkidz Wall Elements learning board range is so versatile and flexible, that 
boards can be wall mounted using the Masterkidz wall mounting system or used with 
the free-standing or desktop windows. The flexible wall panel mounting system allows 
educators to easily swap over and set up their desired wall panel combinations, 
without use a tool, just the simple turn of a knob in less than a minute! This flexibility 
allows you to vary the themes or difficulty to suit such as sensory training, games, 
motor skills training, science, etc. If wall space is limited or use of the learning boards 
is desired off the walls or even outside, then the 46 x 46cm learning boards, easily fit 
neatly into either the free-standing or desktop windows, creating a new activity each 
time. Dual sided, 2 boards can be fitted to each window simultaneously. Made from 
Russian Birch plywood and European Beech wood (FSC). FREE STANDING

WALL MOUNTED
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   Masterkidz Wall Elements   
    133622   Motor Skills Training Board  .......     $109.95 

 

  Through tracing and following the lines, early literacy 
skills, including writing and pencil grip will be enhanced 
with the Motor Skills Training Board.   Size: 46 x 46cm  
 Age: 2+ yrs 

    133623   End Bars 2pcs  ...........................     $59.95 
    133624   Single Panel Extension  ................     $64.95 
    133625   Double Panel Extension  ...............     $99.95 

 

  The Wall Element mounting system is built for flexibility 
and can contain an endless number of boards. A set of 
end bars are used with any combination of extension 
panels (single or double) to extend the Wall Element 
mounting system. Wall Element boards are locked 
in place with a simple turning knob. Made from FSC 
European Beech wood.       

   Masterkidz Wall Elements   
    133612   Wooden Storage Cabinet  .........     $459.95 

 

  A Plywood mobile storage cabinet to hold up to 
9 Masterkidz Wall Elements boards. Storing and 
changing Wall Elements on any mounting system 
couldn’t be easier. Mounted on durable castors.  
 Size: 68 x 68 x 92cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Free Standing Window   
    133626   52.5 x 108.5cmH  ..............................................................     $349.95 

   Masterkidz Desktop Window   
    133627   31 x 56cmH  .......................................................................     $269.95 

 

  Solid wooden, sturdy, windows featuring a clear acrylic window which can be used with all Masterkidz Wall Elements boards. The boards fit neatly into both sides of the double 
sided windows creating a new activity on each side. Swap over boards with the simple turn of a knob. Wall Elements are not supplied with this window, available separately.      Age: 
3+ yrs 

Wall Mounting System
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   Masterkidz Blocks & Cups       133590   Circle  .................................................................................    $119.95 
      Size: 20 x 21 x 5.5cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Blocks & Cups 

  
    133591   Square  ................................................................................    $119.95 

 

  Expertly designed to engage children in developing an understanding of sequencing, 
memory recall, matching, prediction, problem solving and fine motor skills. A set of 9 
wooden cups in assorted colours. Made of European wood and supplied in a sturdy 
wooden storage box, along with instruction cards and a handy guide book.   Size: 20 
x 20 x 5.5cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Rainbow Block & Fraction 
Set 

  
    133593   11pcs  .......................................     $59.95 

 

  A set of sturdy and chunky wooden rainbow blocks in 
different transparent colours. Children can make different 
constructions out of imagination while enjoying seeing 
the world through the blocks in different colours. This set 
can also be used to in early years to understand basic 
fractions. Made of sustainable European Beech wood.  
 Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Snail Shaped Sliding 
Game 

      133602    ................................................     $34.95 

 

  An adorable Snail shaped sliding board game, 
encouraging motor skills training when children move 
the wooden blocks along the circular tracks.   Size: 28 x 
28cm   Age: 18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Gear Board 

      133605   14pcs  .......................................     $39.95 

 

  A creative gear toy, which encourages children to build 
their own gear systems from their imaginations. Gears 
can be also stacked in layers.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 
18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Magnetic Sliding Maze 

  
    133603   Insects  ......................................     $59.95 

 

  A magnetic insect themed maze featuring 4 different 
shapes. Hold the magnetic pen to move the beads 
around the bee and through the spiral, oval flower and 
butterfly shaped tracks. A great eye-hand coordination 
training toy.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Sliding Game 

  
    133601    ................................................     $37.95 

 

  A simple fine motor skills training game featuring 4 basic 
hand movements - straight motion, see-saw motion, 
circular motion and turning. Little hands will hold the 
wooden pieces and move them following the directions 
of the arrows. A simple but important resource for little 
ones at their early developmental stages.   Size: 28 x 
28cm   Age: 18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Shape Sliding Maze 

  
    133600    ................................................     $37.95 

 

  A wooden sliding maze game with geometric 
shapes. Easy-to-grasp puzzle pieces made from 
European Beech. Children will enjoy sliding the puzzles 
along the tracks. A great fine motor skills training and 
shape matching puzzle.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 
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   Billy Kidz Soft Jumbo Block Set 

  

   159636   10pcs  .....................................     $799.95 

 

  In natural earthy tones, this soft jumbo block set is ideal 
for beginners to create their own playground climbing 
equipment. This builds confidence and motor skills by 
developing early balance and co-ordination skills at 
a lower height allowing less confident children to be 
involved, supporting collaborative group play and 
enhancing social interactions. The wipe-clean, vinyl 
covered blocks are made of thick resilient foam and 
provides a safe area for children to crawl and climb.       provides a safe area for children to crawl and climb.       

   Billy Kidz Soft Play Gross Motor Block Set 
      159745   15pcs  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $679.95 

 

  A giant set of 15 large, tough vinyl covered foam blocks allowing children to construct obstacle courses to climb under, over, through shapes and build up and knock down blocks, 
for a fun activity. This set encourages exercise, team building, gross motor skills and muscle strength. Easy to wipe clean vinyl in lovely natural colours. The blocks range in size and 
shape from the cylinder at 18cm to the massive circle at 67cm.       
for a fun activity. This set encourages exercise, team building, gross motor skills and muscle strength. Easy to wipe clean vinyl in lovely natural colours. The blocks range in size and 
shape from the cylinder at 18cm to the massive circle at 67cm.       

   Billy Kidz Soft Play Activity Block Set 
      159735   14pcs  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $459.95 

 

  These natural coloured soft foam blocks are great for construction, role play and creating obstacle courses. Made up of various geometric shapes and sizes, such as triangles, 
cylinders, squares, rectangles and arches, these easy to clean, durable vinyl covered blocks are ideal for developing positive social interactions and problem solving skills. Ranging 
in size from the cube at 24cm to cylinder at 71 x 24cmD.       

Set Includes
- 2 x ramps 
(95 x 45 x 24cmH) 
- 2 x cylinders 
(45 x 24cmH) 
- 2 x double blocks 
(95 x 45 x 24cmH) 
- 2 x single blocks 
(47 x 45 x 24cmH) 
- 2 x half blocks 
(47 x 24 x 24cmH)

67cm

18cm
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   Spike Ball   
   139815   10cm ..........................................     $6.95 

   139814   15cm ..........................................     $8.50 
   139816   20cm ..........................................     $9.95 

 

  These quality sensory spike balls offer endless play and 
therapy opportunities, whilst also developing gross motor 
skills.       

   Super Soft Ball 

     139821   Set of 4  .....................................     $35.95 

 

  Inflatable sponge rubber super soft balls. Soft, pliant 
‘grab’ feel for young hands. Great bounce characteristics. 
Set includes soccer ball, netball, basketball and playball. 
Inflate to optimum PSI of 0.1.   Size: 20cm    

   Jelly Spike Ball 
     139813   Blue  ............................................     $9.95 

 
  Inflatable spike ball with a soft gel feel. Semi-transparent 
so you can almost see through them.   Size: 20cmDia    

   Sea Anemone 
     139867   Large  ..........................................     $8.95 

 

  With a squishy soft touch feel, this rubber made ball 
is a great tactile experience. Colours may vary. 20cm 
diameter.       

   Easy Catch Ball 

     139818    ................................................     $18.50 

 

  This style of ball makes learning to catch so much easier. 
The ball doesn’t bounce out of the hand and small fingers 
can grip it easily. The colourful nature of the ball also 
makes it simpler to track through the air.   Size: 16cm    

  Inflatable spike ball with a soft gel feel. Semi-transparent 
so you can almost see through them.   Size: 20cmDia    

   Rainbow Pom Pom Ball 

  
   139822   Small  ..........................................     $5.95 

 

  Made from latex-free rubber fibres, this is a lively and 
fun ball with a great feel. Ideal for beginners learning 
to throw and catch or tossing and juggling on the knee 
or foot. Wonderful tactile stimulation for little ones.   Size: 
7.5cm    

   Reaction Ball Hard Quick Large 

     139826   10cm ..........................................     $8.50 

 

  Irregular bounce is perfect for improving reaction time, 
agility, foot speed and hand/eye co-ordination. The six 
sided ball will bounce with speed in any direction after it 
hits the ground. Best used on a firm surface.       

makes it simpler to track through the air.   Size: 16cm    

   Pyramid Ball Soft   
   139827   Blue 16cm  .................................     $14.95 
   139828   Green 16cm  ..............................     $14.95 

 

  Improves hand/eye coordination due to erratic bounce. 
Invokes reaction to improve catching skills. Inflatable, 
pliant rubber. Pyramid shape.   Size: 16cmH    

   Large Bean Bag 

      131702   16 x 16cm  ...................................    $5.50 
  Bulk Buy & Save:  10  or more - each ............ $5.00 

 

  Quality Bean Bags made from rip-stop nylon in bright 
assorted colours and filled with plastic beading. Weighs 
250 grams.      Age: 3+ yrs 

  Irregular bounce is perfect for improving reaction time, 
agility, foot speed and hand/eye co-ordination. The six 
sided ball will bounce with speed in any direction after it 
hits the ground. Best used on a firm surface.       

   Launching Board 
     134681   with 2 Bean Bags  ..............................................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  Strengthen development of key gross motor skills such as catching and balance with this uniquely designed launching 
board. Includes 2 bean bags (12 x 12cm). Young children can practise catching. Simply place a foot on the board to 
project the bean bag into the air to catch.   Size: Board 77cmL   Age: 3+ yrs 

 To avoid unnecessary freight charges all balls are supplied deflated. Need a ball pump? We have you covered! 

  Pyramid Ball Soft 
  Blue 16cm   $14.95 

   Balloon Ball Cover   
   116711   Rainbow  ...................................     $17.95 

 

  Kick ‘em, throw ‘em, you can even bounce them. Just one 
balloon and one balloon cover ensures hours of endless 
play. They’re awesome for indoor play on a rainy day 
or in smaller spaces, if the cover gets grubby - just throw 
them in the washing machine.   Age: 3+ yrs 
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   Partner Parachute 

  
   139898   6pcs  .........................................     $52.95 

 

  This parachute is made up of 6 different coloured pieces 
that can be used individually or hook & loop together 
to make one large parachute. A handle on each 
corner makes it easy to use and is ideal for one on one 
interaction. Each piece is 107cm x 75cm       

   Parachute   
   131640   6 Handles 1.8m  ...............................................................................................................    $39.95 
   131641   12 Handles 4m  ................................................................................................................    $89.95 
   113609   18 Handles 6m  ..............................................................................................................    $164.95 

 

  These vibrant, super-tough parachutes encourage cooperative play. By lifting the parachutes up and down, children use 
shoulder, arm and hand muscles while developing a sense of rhythm. They are made from a strong, lightweight nylon 
and all have easy-grip reinforced handles. Convenient cloth carry bags are included.       

   Wobbel Board 

      139968    ................................................    $319.95 

 

  Is it a balance board, a swing, a bridge, a shop, a hut, 
a step, a racetrack, a lounge seat, or an elephants back? 
Keep discovering and learning new ways to play with the 
Wobbel.   Size: 87 x 30 x 22cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

   Moluk Bilibo 

  
    131937    ............................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  Designed in Switzerland, this toy has won countless awards for design and play value. 
Bilibo is a completely open-ended toy that stimulates a child’s imagination. It can be a 
helmet, a stepping stone, sit and spin, doll cradle, train tunnel, shovel, water basin, and 
much more! Let your imagination run wild! Nearly indestructible, suitable for indoors and 
outdoors. Colours may vary.   Size: 40 x 40 x 22cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Gonge Mini Top 
     132577    ................................................     $89.95 

 

  Develop balance and motor skills with this fun spinning 
top. Ideal for babies and toddlers. Made from durable & 
lightweight plastic.   Size: 68cmD x 27cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

  $89.95 
  Develop balance and motor skills with this fun spinning 

   Gonge Giant Top 

     149305    ..............................................     $149.95 

 

  A wonderful giant top for hours of fun. Suitable for 1 or 
2 children. Made of strong plastic for both indoor and 
outdoor play. Colours and designs may vary.   Size: 80 x 
44cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Whizzy Dizzy 

     132191   Plastic  .....................................     $229.95 

 

  Improves a child’s hand eye co-ordination and great for 
developing gross motor skills. Healthy exercise and good 
fun rolled into one. The Whizzy Dizzy can withstand 
45kg in weight.   Size: 55 x 30cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

outdoors. Colours may vary.   Size: 40 x 40 x 22cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

  Inflatable 
Jumping Ball

  
   139888    ................................................     $26.95 

 

  This inflatable bouncy ball helps develop leg muscles, 
core stability and proprioception, as well as improve 
balance & coordination while the child is having fun. It 
has two handles & a plug seal. Maximum user weight: 
60kg.   Size: 40cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Mini Trampoline 
     139849T   With Handle ............................    $199.95 

 

  Perfect for balancing & jumping exercises, this compact 
mini tramp is ideal for fitness or play. Maximum weight 
recommendation is 95kgs.   Size: 91.5 x 21cmH    

44cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 44cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 44cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Small Scooter Board 

     133709    ................................................     $29.95 

 

  Children will enjoy getting mobile with this board on 
wheels. Ideal for scooting, spinning, hand pedalling and 
transporting. Features easy-grip handles. Sturdy plastic. 
Colour subject to availability.   Size: 30.5cmW    

............................................................................................  $39.95 
  Designed in Switzerland, this toy has won countless awards for design and play value. 
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